Note: Check MDOT website for Ramp updates and use most recent.

 Sidewalk Ramp Type R
 (Fillet Edge, Two Ramp Slopes)

 Sidewalk Ramp Type F
 (Filleted Edge, Two Ramp Slopes)
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 (Filleted Edge, Filleted Edges)
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Avoid use of Ramp Type D.
This detail does not meet ADA striping requirements.
Do not install sidewalk Ramp type D on U-M projects unless Campus Planning and AEC Civil approve.

Note: Check MDOT website for Ramp updates and use most recent.
Notes to designer (do not print on detail):
1. Install on ramps at street crossings.
2. Detectable warnings are typically not installed on ramps in parking lots.
3. Use most recent detail from MDOT website.